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Brown & Bryant Arvin Plant
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District Court held Shell liable as an Arranger
 Spills inherent in delivery and unloading
constituted disposal
 Shell
Sh ll arranged
d ffor means and
d method
th d off
delivery
 Shell knew spills inherent in delivery and
unloading process
 Useful product doctrine not applicable to
spilled D-D
© 2011 Barg Coffin Lewis & Trapp, LLP
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District Court used three factors to calculate the
Railroads’ divisible share of the harm
Railroads
 Length of time B&B leased Railroad parcel
compared to its period of operations
 Size of Railroad parcel relative to total site
area
 Court’s assessment that releases of
dinoseb and Nemagon on the Railroad
parcel had contributed to the site
contamination
© 2011 Barg Coffin Lewis & Trapp, LLP
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 Multiplying
p y g the relative p
percentage
g of
each factor, court calculated Railroads’
divisible share to be 6%
 Then, court increased the Railroads’
share by 50%
% (to
( 9%)
%) to account for
f
possible calculation errors
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To calculate Shell’s divisible share of harm
 Court cited evidence of estimated quantities
of various types of D-D spills
 Court compared
p
volume of spills
p during
g bulk
deliveries to total volume of D-D spillage from
y, storage,
g ,
combined activities of delivery,
transfer, and equipment rinsing
 Court also found dinoseb hot spot removal
action was a separate harm and capable of
apportionment
© 2011 Barg Coffin Lewis & Trapp, LLP
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Ninth Circuit Decision
 Reversed the District Court’s apportionment
rulings
 Affirmed Shell’s liabilityy as an arranger
g
 Let stand District Court finding Shell was not
liable for dinoseb hot spot
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Supreme Court Decision
 Shell is not liable as an arranger
 District Court’s apportionment of liability to
pp
byy the evidence and
Railroads supported
consistent with applicable apportionment
p
principles
p
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Supreme Court Decision
 To be liable as an arranger,
g Shell must have
sold D-D with intention that at least a portion
product would be disposed
p
of during
g
of p
deliveries
 Shell
Shell’ss mere knowledge that spills occurred
was insufficient to establish arranger liability
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Supreme Court Decision
 Acknowledged Ninth Circuit’s criticisms of the evidence on
which District Court relied
relied, but concluded facts in record
supported apportionment of liability
 Acknowledged Ninth Circuit’s criticism of assumption that
only
l spills
ill off Nemagon
N
and
d di
dinoseb
bh
had
d contributed
t ib t d to
t
contamination from Railroad parcel, but District Court’s
conclusion supported by fact that no D-D spills on Railroad
parcell required
i d remediation
di i
 Found less support for conclusion that Nemagon and
dinoseb accounted for two-thirds of contamination,, but anyy
miscalculation harmless in light of 50% margin error applied
by District Court
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Implications of the Supreme Court’s Decision for
Demonstrating Apportionment

 Standard of review
 Burden of proof
 Reasonable basis for determining
contribution to the harm
 Factors
F t
that
th t may provide
id a reasonable
bl basis
b i
for apportionment
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Factors that may provide a reasonable basis for
apportionment

 Time
 Geography
 Relative volume
 Relative mass
 Nature and extent of operations
 Distinct harms
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A Summary of Recent District Court Decisions
Appl ing Burlington
Applying
B rlington Northern’s Di
Divisibility
isibilit Holding

Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co.
Co
v. United States
129 S. Ct. 1870 (2009)

Issue:
Whether the Railroads were properly held liable for all response costs incurred by the
governmentt entities
titi
Holding:
The Railroads were not subject to joint and several liability for all response costs arising
out of the contamination because the District Court’s determination that the
Railroads were responsible for 9% of the clean-up was reasonably supported
by the record.

Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co.
Co
v. United States
129 S. Ct. 1870 (2009)



Supreme Court recognized that the starting point for analyzing divisibility of
harm in CERCLA cases was United States vv. Chem
Chem-Dyne
Dyne Corp
Corp., 572 F
F. Supp
Supp.
802 (S.D. Ohio 1983) and Restatement (Second) of Torts, Section 433A
–



The District Court in Burlington Northern apportioned harm based on three
figures:
–
–
–



“Apportionment is proper when there is a reasonable basis for determining the
contribution of each cause to a single harm.”

(1) Relative size of the parcel at issue compared to the Site as a whole
(2) Length of time that defendant had leased the Site
(3) The relative volumes of hazardous-substance-releasing activities on the respective
properties

The Court of Appeal criticized the District Court for its apportionment analysis,
but the Supreme Court reversed, holding that “the facts contained in the record
reasonably supported the apportionment of liability.”

Legal Commentary on
Burlington Northern’s Divisibility Holding



Legal commentary (and some case law) immediately following the decision pegged
Burlington Northern as lowering the burden on defendants seeking to avoid joint
and several liability:
–
–
–



Superfund and Natural Res. Damages Litig., 2009 ABA Env’t Energy & Resources L.:
Year in Rev. 132
Kevin A Gaynor, Benjamin S. Lippard, Sean M. Lohnquist, Unresolved CERCLA Issues
After Atlantic Research and Burlington Northern
Northern, SR053 ALI
ALI-ABA
ABA 77,
77 91 (2010)
Reichhold, Inc. v. United States Metals Ref. Co., 655 F. Supp. 2d 400 (D.N.J. 2009)

However, some courts and parties, in particular the federal government, have
maintained that Burlington Northern did little to change the existing landscape of
CERCLA joint
j i t and
d severall liliability:
bilit
–

“While Burlington Northern is an important case, and it will be cited often, it clearly is not
the death knell of Superfund enforcement. . . . In fact . . . it is a decision that arose from an
unusual fact pattern. It also is a decision that reaffirms the law of joint and several
liability.” John C. Cruden, acting Assistant Attorney General, United States Department of
Justice Environment and Natural Resources Division as quoted in “Joint
Justice,
Joint and Several
Liability Remains Alive and Well” (http://www.law360.com/web/articles/162256)

3000 E. Imperial, LLC v. Robertshaw Controls Co.
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138661 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 29, 2010)



Defendant proposed a finding of divisibility based on two figures supporting the
notion that the contamination was divisible in terms of degree:
–
–

(1) the relative size of the two areas of contamination
(2) the number of years that Defendant owned the land


These figures were part of those used by the Supreme Court in Burlington Northern to support a
finding of divisibility



The Court noted that the mere fact that similar figures were used in Burlington
Northern did not relieve the defendant “from supporting its divisibility arguments
with evidence that these figures bear a relationship to [the] amount of harm it
caused.” Id., at *28.



Court ultimately determined that the Defendant did not “point[] to any evidence
supporting use of the proportion it has proposed,” and was thus not entitled to
divisibility. Id., at *32.



Defendant filed a notice of appeal to the 9th Circuit on January 21, 2011

129 S. Ct. 365 (2008)

United States v. Iron Mountain Mines, Inc.,
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44331 (E.D. Cal. May 6, 2010)



District Court originally issued an order in October of 2002, denying
Defendant’s
Defendant
s argument that CERCLA harm should be divisible.
divisible



Upon the Supreme Court’s decision in Burlington Northern, Defendant’s
brought a motion for reconsideration, arguing that Burlington Northern was an
intervening change in law, which merited reconsideration of the Court’s
decision denying divisibility.



The Court again denied divisibility, limiting the scope of Burlington Northern
Northern’ss
decision to its facts:
– “Burlington Northern simply reiterated the law as established in 1983 by
[Chem-Dyne], and then examined the record to resolve a factual question
of whether the record supported apportionment
apportionment. Burlington Northern did
not add a new mandate that District Courts must apportion harm.” Id., at
*8 (emphasis added).

Ashley II of Charleston, LLC v. PCS Nitrogen, Inc.
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 104772 (D.S.C. Sept. 30, 2010)



South Carolina District Court followed Iron Mountain Mines, determining that each
of five separate
p
methods of apportioning
pp
g liability
yp
presented by
y Defendants were
insufficient.
–
–
–
–
–



(1) Volume of fill added by each party at the Site in question
(2) Volume of contaminants introduced to the Site
(3) Period of time that each individual operated at the Site
(4) Analysis of the parties who first physically disturbed portions of the remediation area
(5) Analysis of number of contaminated soil samples

The District Court held
held, citing Iron Mountain Mines
Mines, that,
that “[w]hile the harm at the
Site is theoretically divisible based upon: 1) how much contamination each party
contributed to the Site, and 2) how much soil each party caused to be included in
the remediation area by spreading the contamination throughout the Site . . . the
record does not provide the court with a reasonable basis for apportioning this
harm.” Id., at *131.

Appleton Papers Inc. v. George A. Whiting Paper Co.
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 111648 (E.D. Wisc. Nov. 18, 2009)



The Court recognized
g
that Burlington
g
Northern was a “watershed
apportionment case” because it “significantly eases the burden on defendants
who seek to avoid joint and several liability by allowing courts more leeway in
determining whether the damage in question is capable of being apportioned
and, then, in divvying
y g up
p the damage.”
g
Id., at *8-9.
– However, the Court then limited the import of this holding, recognizing that
“these are largely evidentiary issues.” Id., at 9 (emphasis in original).



Courtt th
C
thus h
held
ld th
thatt th
there was nothing
thi iin Burlington
B li t Northern
N th
th t would
that
ld open
the door to “some kind of new, fundamental, analysis in [section] 113 claims,
and Plaintiffs have identified no other case in the history of CERCLA where a
plaintiff could bring a [section] 107 claim to determine apportionment.” Id., at
*11.
*11

Appleton Papers Inc. v. George A. Whiting Paper Co.
2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 111648 (E.D. Wisc. Nov. 18, 2009)



A note on divisibility as a defense generally:
– In Appleton Papers, the District Court also noted, in dicta, that
“allowing Plaintiffs to pursue a divisibility case at this stage would
upset the government’s right to proceed as it sees fit against
Plaintiffs and other PRPs. . . . Divisibility is primarily a defense to
li bilit vis-à-vis
liability
i à i th
the governmentt it
itself,
lf and
d th
the government’s
t’ role
l
in this action is somewhat tangential. In other words, it would not
be advisable to allow the Plaintiffs to litigate the divisibility issue
and require
q
the g
government to accede to any
y rulings
g this Court
might make as to whether the harm is divisible or not.” Id., at *1819.

Evansville Greenway and Remediation Trust v. S. Ind. Gas and
Elec. Co., Inc.
661 F. Supp. 2d 989 (2009)



The Court noted that, prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Burlington
Northern it would have had little difficulty in finding the harm not divisible.
Northern,
divisible
– However, noting that the impact of the case was “hotly debated,” the Court
declined to commit to a particular interpretation of Burlington Northern, and
instead anticipated holding a trial that “will allow each side to present
evidence
id
relevant
l
t to
t its
it own and
d its
it opponents’
t ’ different
diff
t interpretations
i t
t ti
off
Burlington Northern.” Id., at 1012-1013.
– The Court recognized that the Supreme Court’s new decision “has
presented genuine questions of material law.” Id., at 1012.



The Court thus denied the plaintiff’s motion “to the extent that it seeks a
conclusive determination that [defendant] would be jointly and severally liable
for all past and future remediation costs . . . .”
. Id., at 1012.

Forecast


So far, despite Burlington Northern’s landmark holding, most courts have
declined to divide liability,
y and have continued to hold CERCLA defendants
jointly and severally liable



However, Courts are more willing to hear apportionment arguments and
defendants will continue to make substantial arguments regarding divisibility of
harm
– In time, Courts will likely agree to divide liability based upon an appropriate
set of facts if there is sufficient evidence
– This is particularly true where issues of fundamental fairness to a given
defendant, in light
g of CERCLA’s strict liability
y provisions, would be
particularly inequitable



CERCLA defendants taking these cases to trial will focus more precisely on the
evidence necessary to obtain a divisibility finding

